Large scale projects at the SMA

100 – 1000 hours of observing
Submitted Large Scale Projects

• **2013**
  – Zhong Wang:
    • *A Survey of Molecular Gas in Star-forming Galaxies Beyond Virgo*
  – Shigehisa Takakuwa:
    • *Unbiased Survey for (Pre-)First Core Candidates in the Perseus*
  – Michael Dunham
    • *MASSES: Mass Assembly of Stellar Systems and Evolution with the SMA*

• **Feb 2014**
  – Eric Keto
    • *Central Molecular Zone*

• **May 2014**
  – Wei-Hao Wang
    • *SMA Identification of the Entire Submillimeter Light*
  – Chin-Fei Lee
    • *12C/13C Ratio in Evolved Star Envelopes: A new probe of binary systems*
  – Hsi-Wei Yen
    • *Linking Velocity and Magnetic-B field Analyses from Disks to Clouds*